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The Background Research

YouTube is a website where you can watch videos. It was launched in 2005 and has become the 
most popular online platform in America. How it works is you type in keywords into the search box and 
YouTube gives you recommendations on videos to watch. Once you select a video, the website continues 
to give you recommendations on videos to watch next. YouTube Kids was launched 10 years later in 2015 
to provide a more colorful, fun, and easy-to-use website for kids up to age 13. Parents are also given more 
control features such as a timer and videos are filtered out that are inappropriate for children.

There is something about Youtube you might not know. There is something called the YouTube 
algorithm that is really hard to explain. The definition of algorithm is a set of instructions that takes data 
input into the computer and processes it into data output. So, basically if you watch gaming videos, the 
algorithm will recommend you to more gaming videos but it might start to give you videos for games that 
you didn’t search but are popular right now. If there is no algorithm, then if you watched Minecraft gaming 
videos that would be the only video recommendations you would see. Youtube Kids also has an algorithm. 
The details of the algorithms are kept secret. YouTube and YouTube Kids videos are all kept together, so 
the YouTube Kids website is just filtered for age appropriateness.

YouTube has 500 hours of video content uploaded every minute which is 720,000 hours per day.
That equals 82.2 YEARS of video content uploaded every day to YouTube. That means there are a lot 
of videos to watch and a lot of videos to recommend for watching.



I know that all the videos for YouTube and YouTube Kids are uploaded and stored 
together. Videos allowed on the YouTube Kids website are just restricted to videos 
appropriate for younger ages. So, if I enter the same keywords into both websites using 
kid-friendly topics, will the algorithms give me similar results?

Hypothesis

If I choose videos to watch on YouTube and YouTube Kids using 
the same keyword searches, then YouTube Kids will recommend 
videos with topics I did not search for more often.

My Research Question

My Theory

Kids are more likely to get bored of watching the same videos. I think the YouTube Kids
algorithm will recommend videos that are not the topic of my keyword search more often than
the regular YouTube website.



Materials

★ Computer with Internet access

★ NEW YouTube Kids Account

★ NEW YouTube “restricted” 
Account

★ Paper, Pencil, and chart for 
recording data

★ Adult - needed for me to create
and view YouTube and YouTube
Kids



Step 1: 2 new accounts were created: &
I am using a “restricted” YouTube account so I avoid getting inappropriate content. Making 
new accounts will mean that there is no previous search history that will affect the results of my 
project.

Step 2: I am using 3 topics for this project. The keywords that I used are:
Playing Minecraft

Star Wars Lego Animation
Funny Dog Videos

Step 3: I selected Recommended Videos (RV) in the same order for both websites.

Figure 1 (next slide) will show how the first 15 videos were selected. It is important that I 
watched the videos until they are over. If you do not, then the algorithm thinks you don’t want to 
watch that type of video.

Step 4: Step 3 was repeated 4 times for a total of 60 videos watched for each website and a 
total of 120 videos in all.

Step 5: While watching the video, I will collect the following
information:

Topic of the Video Selected to Watch 
Topics of the first 10 recommended videos

Procedures



This figure shows my pre-made plan for choosing which the videos to watch. 
First, I typed “Playing Minecraft” and selected the first recommended video.

Once it was over, I selected the 2nd recommended video and watched it.
(An example is shown in PURPLE)

Type: “Star Wars Lego Animation” 
Select Recommended Video (RV) #1
Select RV #2 from list on the right
Select RV #3
Select RV #4
Select RV #5

Type: “Playing Minecraft”
Select Recommended Video (RV) #1
Select RV #2 from list on the right
Select RV #3
Select RV #4
Select RV #5

Type: “Funny Dog Videos”
Select Recommended Video (RV) #1
Select RV #2 from list on the right
Select RV #3
Select RV #4
Select RV #5
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Figure 1.

After 5 videos, I switched topics to “Star Wars 
Lego Animation” and watched 5 more videos.

Next, I typed “Funny Dog Videos” and watched 5 
more videos.

This process was repeated 4 times.



The 
Results

During the weeks of Dec 26, 2021 and January 2, 2022, I watched 120 
videos for this project. The videos ranged from 3 minutes to over 4 hours long, 
but most of them were shorter than 1 hour. Some of the videos that I watched 
were repeats, especially for the Star Wars Lego Animation and Funny Dog 
Videos. I don’t know if I had a favorite video but I know my Mom was so happy 
to see a Tucker the Dog video.

Playing Minecraft was by far the most common video topic recommended 
to me. All of them were entertaining, but some of them were really long videos 
so I had to let them run until they were over. I had to set a timer so I knew 
when they ended. I’m sure a lot of parents would agree that 120 videos in 1 
week is too much for one kid to actually watch!



Progression of the Results as I watched the videos
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Topics of the 120 videos I watched
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Progression of the first 10 videorecommendations
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Topics of the first 10 videos recommendedtome
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Discussion

YouTube is the most used online platform in the United States. Adults and children, 
educators and students, businesses and consumers, and so many more use YouTube 
and YouTube Kids to communicate ideas and information. It is important for us, the 
users, to have an understanding and appreciation for how the algorithm works.

Every day, 720,000 hours of video content is uploaded to YouTube. YouTube and 
YouTube Kids share the same content. There is not a different way to upload to either 
website. YouTube Kids just filters out content not appropriate for young ages.

The topics I chose were kid-friendly. The topics I chose should have hundreds, if not 
thousands, of videos. I was actually surprised to see that a few of the videos were 
repeated as I started to re-enter the keywords. Since I only watched 60 videos on each 
website, there should have been enough content to only watch videos from the topics I 
entered and never see a repeat video.

Obviously, the algorithm has a different plan. It’s job is to keep us watching and one 
thing that means is CHANGING THE TOPIC to keep us interested. My project clearly 
showed that the algorithm for YouTube Kids changes the topic 2x as often as it 
does for YouTube.



What it a l l Means

MY HYPOTHESIS WAS CORRECT:

If I choose videos to watch on 
YouTube and YouTube Kids using the 

same keyword searches, then 
YouTube Kids will recommend videos 
with topics I did not search for more 

often.

I started this project because I had a feeling that the algorithm worked 
differently for YouTube Kids. I was right. Both for the videos that I 
watched and videos recommended to me, the topics on YouTube Kids 
steered off-course to new topics more often.



Why iT matters
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